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NEWSLETTER March 2008 
 

Yes this is another newsletter, if you have been wondering if you have missed any as the last one that 
you received was back in October 2007 don’t worry as I have not produced one since then. So as the 
editor I have failed miserably so you can fire me and find someone else to take over.  I just have not 
found the time as I have been extremely busy at work, I have been overseas for 2 weeks but most 
importantly my time has been spent on my station modules.  All power circuits are now fully wired to 
the new control panel ready for the Easter running session and the Hobbytech exhibition. To me this 
task was more important, the trains must run! 
 
My last communication was the minutes of the AGM. At that meeting much was discussed and said 
which was very effective as I now have three (3) articles for inclusion in the Newsletter. Thanks Mike 
and Bob B. This is great and I hope that it encourages others to follow, such as my article on DCC 
that I have been promising. There are other topics which need explanation too, for instance 
semaphore signalling, to me there seems to be several systems, what do the signals mean and what 
are the differences between the systems?.  I have several steam and diesel locos to which I can add 
the white lamps or discs on the buffer beam or loco bonnet. Again what do these mean and why are 
they there?  So I hope one or two of you railway buffs put pen to paper and give us a short but 
detailed description. 
 
  
IDEAS;  A year ago I published a list of ideas that needed considering and I add them below. It 
is good to see progress, our club is very active and growing and more ideas have been put on the list. 
 

• More modules, especially a second mainline station with controllers and operators. In 
progress. 

• Maintenance and completion of some existing modules. In progress 
• Digital Control, do we need to accommodate if so how?. The answer is obvious, done 
• Weathering of locos and rolling stock, thanks Grant, done, with more to come 
• Visits to other venues with railway interests, such as model engineers at Centurion Lake, in 

progress, thanks Bob and Mike 
• Visits to other layouts, in progress  
• Discussions on topics such as scenery, track laying, electrics, whatever you want, volunteer 

needed, but articles in progress 
• Photos, Videos, books and magazine “loans”, do we need a library? Yes our librarian 

is…………, any v lunteer? o

• Any other ideas?  
• Swaps, sales, “ a give away box”, in progress 

 
So I am impressed to see that you are contributing to the growth of the club and adding more 
enjoyment of our hobby. 

 
 

Forthcoming Events. 
 
Bob W and I have produced a calendar of forthcoming events, copy attached. This will grow and 
maybe change. The major events in the next month are  
 

• Easter running of the layout, 



• Exhibition at the HobbyTech Expo at Benoni on Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th April, 
• Swap meet by Mervin Marks and Bob Black (Black Mark) at Pretoria Model Train club on 

Saturday 29th March. (See comments below) 
 

    EMRIG  PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME ‐ 2008  ISSUE 1XA 
      Meeting  Venue  In Charge 

Mar                
21  Fri   Emrig Set‐up     Northview High School  Bob Woodhead 
22  Sat  Emrig Running       "  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
23  Sun  Emrig Running       "  Bob Brunt 
24  Mon  Emrig Running       "  John Peche 
                 
26  Wed  Emrig Running       "  Dave Walker 
                 
29  Sat  Emrig Running    Swapmeet    PMTC Pretoria  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
30  Sun  Emrig Running    Toy Fair    Blairgowrie  Bob Brunt 
Apr                
2  Wed  Emrig Running       "  Bob Woodhead 
                 
5  Sat  Emrig Running       "  John Peche 
6  Sun   Change to Exhibition Layout  "  Bob Woodhead 
                 
9  Wed  Emrig Running     "  Dave Walker 
                 
11  Fri   Set‐up at Hobbies Exhibition  Barrable Hall, Benoni  Bob Woodhead 
12  Sat  Exhib Running     "  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
13  Sun  Exhib Running   ‐ Take‐down  "  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
                 

27  Sun   Emrig Monthly Meeting 
Bob Brunts house ‐ from 
13:00  Bob Brunt 

May                

3  Sat    
Blackmark 
Swopmeet    Boksburg    

                 
25  Sun   Emrig Monthly Meeting  TBA    
Jun                
21  Sat   Emrig Set‐up     Northview High School  Bob Woodhead 
22  Sun  Emrig Running       "  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
                 
25  Wed  Emrig Running       "  Dave Walker 
                 
28  Sat  Emrig Running    Swapmeet    PMTC Pretoria  John Peche 
29  Sun  Emrig Running    Toy Fair    Blairgowrie  Bob Brunt 
Jul                
2  Wed  Emrig Running       "  Bob Woodhead 
                 
5  Sat  Emrig Running       "  Colin Tanner‐Tremaine 
6  Sun  Emrig Running       "  Bob Woodhead 



                 
9  Wed  Emrig Running       "  Dave Walker 
                 
12  Sat  Emrig Running       "  John Peche 
13  Sun      Emrig Take‐down  "  Bob Brunt 
                 
27  Sun  Emrig Monthly Meeting  TBA    
Aug                

2  Sat    
Blackmark 
Swopmeet    Boksburg    

 
 
 
British outline stock for sale. 
 
Some of you may know of a Mr. Peter King.  He had a very good friend who persuaded him to get into 
the model railway hobby so he very wisely did. As a man of means he ended up with a permanent 
layout in a room 12 by 5 metres stocked with 66 locos, over 100 coaches, many goods wagons, 
Metcalf buildings and much more; all British prototypes in 00. The track and point work must also 
have been enormous. Control was originally analogue dc but he went the DCC route as well.  
Recently his friend emigrated back to the UK? And Peter lost interest in his railway “empire”, so now it 
is being dismantled and sold. Bob Black and Mervin Mark are doing this and so they have much to 
sell of at reasonable prices. John Burkhardt, (our own Mr railway) is also involved so should you want 
some of the stuff contact Mervin on 011 893 3587 or  083 734 8686 
 
The locos available include, 
 
08 shunters, 2 off 3F tanks, 2 off 4 MT,2 off Black 5, 8F, 2 off 43xx, 45xx, 56xx, 92 Squadron (Spam 
tin?) Austerity, Britannia, Duchess or Buccleuch, A4s, Class4, Class 20 with DCC, class 25, 44, 55 
Deltic, DMUs 158, 170,Voyager, Collets, Crab, Dewent Grange, Fowler tank engine, 2 Ivatts, a 
Jubilee Orion, K3, B12, N15, King William 4th, M7 Tank, 3 pannier tanks, Q1 with sound, St Peters 
hall, V1 tank, V2, 3 Warships, Western class 52, Winston Churchill and many more. So if you have a 
desire for more locos, give him a call.  The Duchess of Gloucester and a Black 5, both with DCC 
sound on board, are mine! I could not resist the offer. Some Metcalfe buildings also came home with 
me. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
WHY DID I GO THE DCC ROUTE?  by Mike Ingles. 
 
It all started back in the early eighties (i.e. the 1980’s and not my age).  I was given a box of OO/HO 
track, points (switches/turnouts to the pseudo Americans), locos and rolling stock of various brands 
including Triang, Hornby, Fleischmann, Lima, some strange French make (anything French is strange 
in my eyes – even their car doors open the wrong way) and an American loco, which is still in a 
“scrap-yard” state, and two Analogue Controllers, which was a start. 
 
Now, having been brought up on the railways (S.A.R. & H.) - my father was a Station Master – I have 
always been interested in trains, especially steam locomotives.  I never did find diesel or electric locos 
very charming.  I must add at this juncture that as a kid I had a small Fleischmann lay-out for a while 
and it is from this that I learnt something about ‘electric trains’.  Whatever happened to it only the 
‘spirits in the sky’ know! 
 
Now, with this box of “freebies” in hand I built my first layout, albeit relatively small owing to limited 
space and finance.  You must appreciate that the track (rusted) predated what was then the ‘new’ rust 
prone Code 100 track (nickel-silver was space-age then).  Fortunately at that stage of my career I was 
travelling abroad frequently and London was one of my frequent visits.  Because most of my rolling 
stock was British (Hornby) I stuck with that and also because I knew nothing about any other vendors 
besides Fleischmann and Mảrklin, which was far too expensive for me at the time and probably still is. 
At this time Hornby had a converter rail section, which allowed you to transit from the old high-profile 
‘rusted’ rail to the new rust-prone Code 100 rail.  So now I had two different rail profiles on my layout, 
but hey, I was going places!  Also, at this time Hornby had come out with the first “DCC” system – 
Zero One.  Now this was the way to go I decided.  Locos could even spin their wheels (slip) as they do 
in the real world and you can have independent control on the same track!  I was sold.  So, I bought the 
Master Controller, a few Accessory Controllers and a few Decoders.  Hell was I proud of this!  In 
terms of “electric trains” I was now in the ‘space age’.  The fact that the loco drive wheels did not slip 
because there was not enough power through the system or that the drive was in the tender (yes, then 
the wheels would slip) didn’t seem to matter too much. 
My system was up and running.  I was happy.  You must also appreciate that I did not know of anyone 
or club that was into model trains at that time.  Notice that I have progressed from “electric trains” to 
“model trains”.  In building my layout I soon learnt that these ‘Accessory Units’ were a load of crap 



because I would have to remember each point’s number to punch into the key-pad.  This was too much 
for me so I relegated the Accessory Units to the ‘save for a rainy day’ box – that ‘rainy day’ has not 
yet arrived. 
 
One day I was walking through the streets of Johannesburg (in the time when you would be assured of 
getting home) when I came upon a model shop, I think either in Jeppe or Bree Sts.  I went in and 
inquired whether they dealt in Zero One.  Well, the look I was given by the two gentlemen behind the 
counter was as if I had the ‘clap’ and the response was a flat “NO”.  Needless to say I never went into 
that shop again.  I had my Zero One and if the rest of the world doesn’t want to keep up with the times 
then so be it. 
 
It must also be understood that my first layout didn’t last forever.  It was also broken down and 
relegated to boxes in the rafters of the garage.  During these interim years I was not travelling abroad 
but when I went back to travelling abroad my interest waxed and I built another layout some many 
years later, still with my Zero One (proudly so).  It was at this stage that other suppliers were 
advertising their DCC systems in the Modellers’ magazines.  I’m going back about 10 to 15 years now.  
Hornby and Zero One had ‘fossilized’ with the dinosaurs.  Reading through the magazines I began to 
realise that DCC had taken on a whole new meaning to model railroading.  The industry had 
consolidated their specifications and was, by and large, compatible with each other.  NMRA standards 
had been set and most vendors were complying with these standards.  The revolution of DCC had 
happened and then I have to ask: what ever happened to Hornby, the pioneers of DCC?  I believe that 
they are still in the “Jurassic Era”. 
 
My new interest in DCC has now been whetted.  I read as much as I could in the magazines and I 
eventually, through investigation, discover Hobbies & Models.  I go there and am impressed, not by 
their technical knowledge, but by the fact that this shop at least understands DCC and sells it.  Through 
them I am put into contact with the SAG and EMRIG clubs.  I do in the meantime go onto the internet 
and do a lot of research regarding different Vendors of DCC systems.  I was amazed at what 
information is available in their Manuals pertaining to the operation capabilities of the independent 
systems.  What you read in their advertisements can be totally misleading. 
 
Anyway, I was soon put onto a gentleman by the name of John Burkhardt whom I was told was into 
DCC.  I contact John and arrange a meeting.  During my introductory conversation with John I detect 
that he must be of ‘Germanic’ descent.  Now, my experience has taught me that when you are dealing 
with people of Germanic background one should watch their “P’s & Q’s – this I did.  They can be so 
“peraard” as the Afrikaner would say (being precise & correct).  Well I was questioned as to the size of 
my layout, the number of locos I envisage running etc.  He advised me that I need the lowest range of 
control system, the Zypher; minimum cost because that is all I need.  He could have sold me the top of 
the range system but he did not, because the Zephyr was all I needed for my layout. 
 
Summary as to why I bought a new DCC system: 

1. Hornby had pioneered DCC. 
2. Their “boat” had sunk and they had lost out in the DCC revolution. 
3. They could not give me any support regarding availability of products and support of their 

“new” DCC operating system.  A few questions I put to them was never answered – which 
makes me think that that they actually don’t care.  This disappointed me. 

 
Conclusion: 
I started with “digital” because I came into this hobby as an adult never being exposed to ‘analogue’ 
control besides my childhood days.  The basic concept of analogue control is ingrained in modellers 
today, because this is how it has always been.  Now, I am not saying that you should go DCC, but 
believe me in ten years time, should you not go DCC you will be “Jurassic”. 
 



DCC is expensive.  Analogue railroad modelling is relatively inexpensive.  My saving grace was that I 
never bought an ‘analogue controller’ at the start of this hobby but went straight into DCC (Zero One); 
remember that the analogue controllers I inherited were ancient and could not be used effectively. 
 
Important facts: 

• Do your homework regarding availability of DCC systems in your area. 
• Determine your needs for your layout.  You could be sold a system which is an ‘over-kill’ to 

your requirements – stick to what you need at this moment – you can always up-grade later. 
• Consult with an agent/supplier as to what you need.  What type of backup/support is provided?  

This includes advice, spares, backup service etc. 
• The last issue is to consider cost. 
• If cost is an issue DO NOT consider DCC. 

 
I say this because DCC is costly.  It is certainly not cheep.  However, the investment in a basic system 
of ± R3,000 will give you so much more pleasure in operating your system, 
 
The scary part is that this is not the end.  Once you are into DCC you then get into ‘sound’.  This is 
very expensive!  A good decoder with a good sound system will most likely cost you as much as a 
loco.  Can you imagine when you ‘fire ‘up your loco, be it steam or diesel or electric, and you turn 
your throttle to start and you hear ‘hiss’ of the steam loco or the revving of the diesel motor revving up 
to speed to start it’s journey.  And you sound the ‘whistle’ or the ‘horn’ as you pull out of the station.  
This is the pleasure of railroad-modelling. 
 
The nice thing about digital or DCC is that you don’t have to go overboard; you don’t have to compete 
with the ‘pseudo’ American Operators’. 
 
OK.  This is my history and the story of who I am as a modeller. 
 
Mike Ingles.   

    
 
On whose layout is this photo taken? 



 
A Review of Bachmann’s Dynamis DCC system. 
 

Bachmann have excelled themselves by making available a product within one year of 
advertising it – unfortunately for them their reputation is that we can usually expect a two year wait ! 
 
General observations : 

The system is very easy to install and the instructions make this simply “read and do” and then 
everything works, well almost….. 

The unit has a nice feel to it (albeit rather light considering the price) and should last if not 
dropped to often. The style is better than their previous units but retains some appearance ideas aimed 
at the youngsters – who needs to see the internally illuminated electronics ? 

The instructions don’t tell a novice that some features are locomotive decoder dependent. So 
for example if the loco decoders are Bachmann’s ‘cheap’ 3 function chips then addresses (the 
locomotive identifier) only goes up to number 127. If you try to set an address greater than this, the 
system appears to accept it but the (now wrongly addressed) loco wont move ! (Apparently, this occurs 
with almost every system except one of the very expensive European makes, and it affects all of the 
functions – you need to read the decoder limitations before programming to see that you can do it 
beforehand.) 

Also, the instructions supplied only give an example of how to set up other important things 
like starting voltage, inertia settings etc. (The instructions tell you how to set speed steps and 
maximum speed.) Whilst it is simple to program once you have learnt the basic set up process, I can 
imagine that the technologically challenged will become quite frustrated. 

The system works well when the operator is used to it – using a joystick is different from a 
rotary knob. I imagine everyone will want it set differently for their style of driving. The instructions 
tell how to do it but give no guidance on the numeric values and their effect. So, if the inertia settings 
are set very low, does the loco start quickly or slowly build up to speed ? The same goes for repeat 
rates (the speed that the system accepts changes of command) and so on. The trick is to experiment ! 

When setting up the locomotive, Colin has recommended that the loco has to be warm for the 
settings to be reliable. I can confirm that this is very necessary – now all I need is a layout that lets me 
warm them up ! 
 
Problems : 

The LCD display can be difficult to read because there is loads of information which has 
resulted in compromises in the display’s clarity. The character set makes some numbers and letters 
almost un-recognisable if they use a lot of diagonal strokes in their make-up; M and W being 
particularly difficult. Similarly, zero is displayed with the “/” symbol included to make it different 
from the letter “O”. I suppose that these things are necessary but it’s a pity that the display isn’t more 
clear. 

The supplied transformer has the standard British square pins with an adaptor to the European 
two pins that we are all used to seeing. However, the transformer is quite big and hefty (the price for 
being able to run six trains simultaneously) so many of the normal adaptors that we use here will not 
reliably support it. 

Because the ‘command unit’ is very light, any strain that the power supply and track connection 
cables put on it tend to move it, and could topple it over. There are no fixing holes so I suppose double 
sided sticky pads will be the order of the day at least until the warranty has expired. 

The hand held controller uses 4 AAA batteries which are supposed to last more than 30 hours 
according to Bachmann. The ones supplied only lasted me about 18 hours but then apart from the time 
that I left them turned on overnight, I was mainly programming so this could have messed up their 
durability. The use of rechargeable cells is apparently OK but a spare set appears to be a necessary 
precaution. 
 
Good points : 



The hand held controller and command unit communicate through infra-red and they are very 
tolerant with respect to distance and angle (and will accept reflected signals !). This gives a high 
degree of freedom when controlling trains without having to worry about pulling the cable out. 

The command unit has light indicators which tell you what is happening. Consulting the 
instructions to find out what they mean is a bit of a chore but you only have to make the same mistake 
a couple of time before you learn ! 

The emergency stop button can either stop everything or just the loco you are currently 
controlling – it still works if you are in the process of programming another loco ! 

I’ve not tested it but four different systems can apparently be used without interfering with each 
other. 
 
Price : 

From Richard and Thelma’s shop they are R1500 for the complete unit, capable of running six 
loco’s from the power point of view but ten from the control point. This doesn’t include locomotive 
decoders that will set you back a further R160 each for just the basic ones. 
 On the internet, several UK shops advertise the unit from between 60 to 80 pounds. Deducting 
the UK’s VAT and adding postage and import tax here, they should work out at about R1000. Beware 
though, Richard and Thelma probably won’t support it if it fails in service. 

If you want to connect up to a computer another black box is required, not yet available and 
price not yet known ! Similarly, if you want more loco’s (up to 9999 of them !) you need the extra box. 
The system was reported as being infinitely expandable…….. 

 
 
Conclusions : 

Ok, it is different from Digitrax and maybe a bit quirky at first. Compared to other units, it’s a 
good mix of price verses build quality. The features on the basic unit are as good as Digitrax, Lenz etc. 
but the price is substantially lower to get thing moving initially. So far it doesn’t have the compatibility 
problems that Hornby’s new unit is suffering from. It’s to early to know how reliable the unit will be 
but Richard and Thelma are supporting it so there shouldn’t be expensive problems in the future. 
 
 
Finances, 
For those who have not yet coffed up your subs, R100 p.a. you can either bring cash, transfer by EFT 
or direct deposit into my account which is 
 
FNB Branch at Lakeside Mall Benoni, branch No 251-742,  Account No 54476227657,  Account 
Holder C. Tanner-Tremaine, please include your name as reference otherwise I cannot track your 
payment.  When all members have paid we should have over R3,500 in the kitty. What should we use 
it for, New Controllers? Modules, repairs and maintenance?  (Not beer and braais!!). We have also 
gained about R2000 from the sale of some of Eddie’ rolling stock so we are accumulating money but 
not spending it!  We have donated R300 as “entry fee” to the Benoni Rotary club for the HobbyTech 
Expo. 
Attached is copy of our cash book for your information. For those of you who wonder where the 
money is. It is quite safe in my personal account, as recorded here. 
 
 
 

 
Happy Modelling, 
Colin TT 
082 8280665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za  

mailto:cttremaine@mweb.co.za

